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namb was not Wot g^lear), and he was daddy-in-law of this Jennings up
there at Miami, up there at Norcia- (Static on tape.)
(Norcia?) /
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Yeah,no, I get a. big kicjc out of working with thi-s s'tuff.
(Well, I do too.)
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I was always been sorry that somebody hasn't made more effort. Now, this
old Pryor graveyard down/here. That just tears me'up every time— I've
always swore that if I ever got to be any county official where I had the
authority that I'd make some effoirc to make the trail, make a (not cle,ar)
up to that place."
(Should be.)
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(Static on tape.)
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(Sentence not clear), --the thing that Pryor was and what the idea I get
at it. (not cl^ar) He fought war of 1812. With Andrew Jackson of New
Orleans was woiinded there and was issued a government pension, and never did
get it. I believe that's the —. is the story about the same?
*
FAMILY DESCENDANTS
(I think that's the same'story I've got too.)
I presume that — I've heard — I hadn't — part of my descendant's name
on Baker's dide named (not clear). My mother's side, her name's (not clear),
which ever you want !to call it. They come up from Arkansas after that 1812,
probably •didn' t figure safe to stay in around New Orleans'.on account of
(not clear) defeat. Khey was part of his out there. And, they established a
little place over th|re that had—east of Harrison called Bellfont. And
old man Henry's descendants over there. He was among the great-greatgrandaddy on my mother's side. There was a little pasture with a big spring
right on out side the mountain (static). (Words not cleat) and I have heard
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about it^ but I fail to put it together. And I said (static). And-Sally
t h a t . Bill Bradon down at the^not' c l e a r ) , you kW>w. That Wa^ his grandmother. *
Bradon was shot through the head. She had one ear/ just up and down like

